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QUERY:
Complete a synthesis report that focuses on the following:
- Existing research and evidence on ECD models (state and non-state) in Malawi and the impact on child development and learning
- Evidence on ECD approaches in Malawi and the region that integrate education, nutrition and/or WaSH
- Evidence on community based models of ECD in Malawi and in the region, including on use of volunteer caregivers, curricula and assessment.
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1. Introduction

This rapid review looks at the evidence on Early Childhood Development (ECD) models (including integrated approaches) in Malawi and in the Sub-Saharan African region, looking at the impact on child development and learning. Most of the evidence from Malawi focuses on Community Based Childcare Centres (CBCC) which are the main centre based model for ECD in Malawi. These centres are designed as a central point for the delivery of preschool education, care, nutrition and health services, particularly for vulnerable children. Evidence from elsewhere is also considered.

2. Overview of Key Findings

- There is a strong body of international evidence on the high payoffs of investment in ECD in terms of young children’s survival, health, learning and socio-emotional development.
- International evidence suggests that approaches that integrate education, health, sanitation, nutrition and protection are particularly effective.
- Malawi’s Community Based Childcare Centre (CBCC) model has enabled a rapid expansion of integrated ECD services at low cost to the government, drawing largely on community resources, volunteers, national and international civil society organisations and intergovernmental organisations.
- The capacity and quality of CBCCs remain very low. Only a minority of children have access to centres and most CBCCs are under resourced, with untrained staff and lack of play and teaching equipment.
- Evidence of the impact of ECD models in Malawi is limited. Research into the impact of supporting CBCCs is ongoing. Midline results indicate that training of caregivers has led to improved language skills of children, particularly for the most disadvantaged children. Other research underway is exploring how to improve the quality of integrated service provision through CBCCs for children with disabilities.
- CBCCs provide an opportunity for integrating nutrition and education interventions for preschool children. Centre based feeding programmes can be more efficient than home based programmes. However, provision of food was the most frequently reported challenge by CBCCs.
- CBCCs reliance on volunteer caregivers provides a low cost model of ECD. However, it contributes to a high turnover of staff. Further, volunteers often lack the necessary skills required to support quality service provision.

3. Background

Global evidence on effective approaches to Early Childhood Development

There is extensive evidence that investments in the nutritional, cognitive, and socio-emotional development of young children have high payoffs (Alderman, 2011). Approaches to Early Childhood Development (ECD) increasingly recognise that young children’s survival, health, care and learning are impacted upon by multiple, interconnected factors from before the infant is born through to their early school years. The Lancet series on Early Childhood Development estimated that “200 million children under 5 years fail to reach their potential in cognitive development because of poverty, poor health and nutrition, and deficient care.” (Grantham-McGregor et al., 2007, p. 60). The factors and processes contributing to this loss of developmental potential and the evidence for effective prevention and intervention are reviewed in the Lancet series (Grantham-McGregor et al, 2007; Engle et al., 2007; 2011; Walker et al., 2011).

There is strong evidence on the impact of factors from multiple sectors on early childhood development: education, health, nutrition, water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) and social...
Key issues impacting on children’s development from 0 to 8 years include malnutrition and stunting, disease and vaccination, violence and child protection, and preschool education and school readiness (Woodhead, 2014).

Reviewing the evidence, UNICEF Executive Director Anthony Lake and World Health Organization (WHO) Director-General Dr Margaret Chan state that:

to be most effective, interventions must be intersectoral, going beyond education to encompass health, nutrition, and protection. The healthy development of a child’s brain depends on multiple positive experiences. Nutrition feeds the brain; stimulation sparks the mind; love and protection buffer the negative impact of stress and adversity. And distinct interventions are mutually supportive, achieving the strongest results when delivered together. (Lake and Chan, 2014, p.1)

The provision of integrated ECD interventions and programmes is a developing field. Some examples include:

- **Kangaroo Mother Care (KMC)** in which mothers give lengthy skin-to-skin contact to their low birthweight infants: maintaining infants’ body temperature; providing stimulation and providing nutrition through breastfeeding. A Cochrane review of randomised controlled trials identified reduced rates of mortality; infections and illness and increased weight; height and maternal-infant attachment (Conde-Agudelo and Diaz-Rossello, 2014).

- A randomised controlled trial of an intervention in Jamaica which provided two years of psychosocial stimulation and nutritional supplementation to children whose growth was stunted. At long term follow up (aged 17-18 years and 20 years post-intervention), a positive impact was reported on participants cognitive and psychosocial functioning; their educational scores and their earnings (Walker et al., 2006; Gertler et al., 2014).

- **WASH**, health and nutrition interventions in schools. For example, WASH interventions significantly reducing diarrhoea and other illness-related absenteeism in Egypt (Talaat et al., 2011), China (Bowen et al., 2007) and Columbia (Lopez-Quintero et al., 2009), and school feeding programmes having a positive impact on weight (Kristjansson et al., 2007), school attendance and academic achievement (Alderman and Bundy, 2011).

- Large scale national integrated programmes of Early Childhood Development which provide a range of education; health and nutrition services include: *Oportunidades*, Mexico (Fernald et al., 2009), “Educa a Tu Hijo” (Educate Your Child) in Chile (Tinajero, 2011), “Cuna Mas” in Peru (Cuna Mas, 2014), Ilifa Labantwana in South Africa (Ilifa Labantwana, 2013), and Integrated Child Development Services in India (Programme Evaluation Organisation, 2011).

**Early Childhood Development in Malawi**

**Policy**

Malawi takes a multisectoral approach to ECD. The Department of Child Development Affairs of the Ministry of Gender, Children, Disability and Social Welfare (MoGCDSW) is responsible for coordinating the work of other ministries and oversees the implementation of ECD. Integrated Early Childhood Development (I-ECD) is a unit within the department of Child Development Affairs that works to coordinate efforts to implement National ECD Policy (2006) and the National ECD Strategic Plan (2009) for accessible and quality ECD services for all young children, including orphans and other children living in difficult circumstances in Malawi (MoGCDSW, 2014).

The World Bank’s SABER report on ECD for Malawi rates the policy environment, implementation and monitoring and assurance of ECD policy as “emergent”. The report notes
that financing for ECD service delivery is budgeted, but expenditures are not tracked. It states that coordination mechanisms between ministries are good, but data collection for monitoring is weak (SABER 2015). Only a small fraction of the funds required for implementing the national strategic plan are budgeted for (Neuman et al., 2014).

The government supports communities to open and run their own centres and is responsible for providing training of caregivers and periodic visits by health workers, sanitation and agriculture specialists (Drouin and Heymann, 2010).

**Practice**

In response to the HIV/AIDS epidemic and the subsequent increase in orphans, rural preschool/ ECD centres, known as community based child care (CBCC) centres, were set up to provide psychosocial support and care, emotional and mental development for children affected and infected by HIV/AIDS (MoGCDSW, 2014). CBCCs have since expanded their mandate to provide early development and learning opportunities as well as part-time childcare for working parents. By 2010 there were around 6,900 public ECD centres, most of which were CBCCs. There were also over 2000 private nurseries that serve mainly urban communities (Neuman et al., 2014).

Despite this growth in centres, only a minority of children (32%) access centre-based ECD prior to primary schooling. In urban centres the main barrier to access is high fees charged by pre-schools. In rural areas the main barrier to access is lack of local functioning services (Civil Society Education Coalition, 2011).

The government is highly, if not overly, dependent on the non-governmental sector for provision of ECD programmes (Lynch & Wazakili, 2014). Most CBCCs are voluntary based and largely run on good will and/or external support by CBOs, NGOs and international organisations. Most staff are un-qualified. While training is available (for example, the Association of Preschool Playgroups in Malawi (APPM) offers tailor-made training for ECD educators), few volunteer carers have accessed such courses (Civil Society Education Coalition, 2011). A baseline study of 199 caregivers found that fewer than 40% were trained and around a third did not have a primary school leaving certificate (PSLC) (World Bank 2015). Training and retention of trained caregivers remain major challenges for many CBOs and NGOs supporting CBCCs (Drouin and Heymann, 2010).

CBCCs provide pre-primary education and other support for children aged 3 to 5 years. Communities provide structures, support for caregivers, food, utensils, labour and play materials for the children in CBCCs (Munthali et al., 2014). A baseline study for Protecting Early Childhood Development in Malawi found that only 53% of CBCC centres listed in the Ministry’s mapping data were operational at the time of the verification visits. The most common reason given for closure was lack of food. The study found that providing food stood out as the most critical challenge facing CBCCs (World Bank 2015, Neuman et al., 2014).

Although access to ECD services for children with disabilities has been prioritised in the strategic plan, few caregivers have received any training on working with children with disabilities and centres lack teaching materials for children with disabilities (Bhana et al., 2014). A research project is currently underway to develop a training package for parents and community based education and social welfare professionals to improve work on play and other forms of developmental stimulation, as well as early communication with children with visual impairment in community settings in Southern Malawi (Lynch, Jolley & Gladstone, 2013). Evidence from this project emphasises the importance of collaboration between government and non-government agencies and of integrating sectors, including health, education, social and economic development for developing supportive environments for positive childhood development, particularly for the most vulnerable.
4. The impact of different ECD models in Malawi on child development and learning

When it comes to ECD in Malawi, evidence indicates that national policies tend to follow the international agenda, which favours holistic approaches. However, parents in Malawi tend to view pre-schooling in a narrower way, focusing on the cognitive development and learning outcomes necessary to ensure that their children are prepared for primary school study (Kholowa & Rose, 2007). This demonstrates that cognitive development and learning are priorities for Malawian parents, and further research is needed to determine the best pathways to achieve these priorities.

We found no completed studies on the impact of centre-based ECD models in Malawi on child development and learning, and only one ongoing rigorous evaluation. Protecting Early Childhood Development in Malawi is a two year project supported by the World Bank, the Rapid Social Response Multi-donor Trust Fund and Government of Malawi. The evaluation element included a baseline, midline and endline evaluation of different combinations of four interventions: a package of play and learning materials, caregiver training, caregiver incentives and parenting education. All groups, including a control group, received the package of play and learning materials. For the midline results, the three treatment groups were pooled. All of these groups had received the caregiver training intervention. The findings indicated modest effects (0.13 SD) on language skills, particularly for groups receiving caregiver incentives and parental training. The results were largest for children in the bottom quartile of the height-for-age distribution, implying a catch-up in language skills for the most disadvantaged children. There were no effects found on fine motor and perception skills (Fernald et al., 2015). The endline results were not available at the time of writing.

A study on home based support to ECD used a randomised control trial to investigate the impact of providing mothers of young infants with information on child nutrition (Fitzsimons et al. 2014). The study was linked to an established home visiting programme in central Malawi called MaiMwana ('Mother and Child'), delivered at relatively low cost by local ‘peer counsellors’ with personal experience of infant nutrition. The study demonstrated that a sustained intervention during the earliest years improved mothers’ knowledge, which translated into improved household nutrition and delivered improved child growth. Greater awareness of the importance of nutrition appears to have a systemic impact on household functioning, with parent employment rates increasing to help pay for improved food consumption. Such research has important implications for the design of effective ECD approaches: parental education on nutrition supports improved child nutrition, which in turn leads to healthy cognitive development.

According to an external evaluation of the Roger Federer Foundation and Action Aid Malawi’s 10 year Early Childhood Education initiative (launched in 2011), 14,000 children across Malawi have been benefitting from a higher quality of early learning. After 2 years of preschool education, the educational development of the children participating in the initiative was measured and many of them had achieved relatively high educational development scores (Roger Federer Foundation, 2015). While this is a promising intervention, at present, there is limited scholarly/scientific research on the effectiveness of these types of approaches.

The problem of limited scholarly/scientific research is compounded by a lack of relevant and culturally appropriate assessment tools for assessing cognitive development and learning, particularly among the most disadvantaged children, including children with disabilities. However, researchers have developed a tool in the Malawian context known as the Malawi Developmental Assessment Tool (MDAT), shows good reliability, validity, and sensitivity for identification of children with neurodisabilities (Gladstone, Lancaster, Umar, Nyirenda, Kayira, et al., 2010). It will be important in analysing the effectiveness of ECD programmes to consider locally-relevant tools such as the MDAT to avoid misleading findings as could arise from using tools developed in so-called developed world contexts (ibid.). Bhana et al. (2014)
also highlight the importance of culturally-relevant participatory methodologies for effective ECD programming and evaluation.

Evidence from the wider region includes an impact study in Mozambique of a preschool programme provided by Save the Children (Martinez et al., 2012). The programme provided a preschool programme for children aged 3-5 in randomly selected treatment communities. The overall cost was $2.47 per child per month. This included a $10 monthly stipend for teachers.

When compared to children in control communities, children in treatment communities:
- were much more likely to attend preschool (55% enrolment rate compared to 12%);
- were more likely to enrol in primary school, and to enrol at the correct age (primary school enrolment rates were 24% higher in treatment areas);
- once enrolled at primary school, spent an average of 7.2 hours extra a week on homework and other school related activities; and
- showed gains on overall school readiness, particularly in cognitive development.

There were measurable positive effects on other household members. This may have been because the pre-schooling freed up time for caregivers. Older siblings were more likely to attend school and caregivers were more likely to have worked in the last month. Caregivers were also less likely to see physical punishment as appropriate.

Malmberg, Mwaura, and Sylva (2011) aimed to investigate a child-centred intervention (the Madrasa Resource Centre) on preschool children’s cognitive development in East Africa (Kenya, Zanzibar, and Uganda). This cross-sequential study involved 153 non-intervention and 168 intervention participants over three time-points during preschool (mean ages 4.3, 6.0, and 7.1). A multilevel model for analysis revealed a beneficial curvilinear effect of the intervention on children’s cognitive development. Further, a moderation analysis suggested that the effect of observed preschool quality was stronger in the intervention.

5. Integrated approaches to ECD in Malawi and the region

Integration of nutrition with education

Phuka et al. (2014) note that Malawi has comprehensive policies and well-outlined coordination structures for nutrition and ECD that advocate for integrated approaches. However, whilst coordination is strong at the central level, at the community level it is limited due to heavy workloads, logistical and transportation challenges, and a lack of synchronized work schedules for front line staff. The report recommends improved task allocation and synchronization of work schedules across all relevant sectors.

In their discussion of opportunities for integrating ECD and nutrition programming, DiGirolamo et al. (2014) identify that a low-cost strategy can be to enhance existing services in a target community to offer children access to child development, health and nutrition services. One example cited is an intervention being conducted in Malawi by Save the Children, the World Bank and the Government of Malawi, where 200 existing community-based childcare centres are being enhanced to provide additional health and nutrition interventions. Community health and nutrition volunteers have been trained to provide health and nutrition messages and to ensure children receive nutritious meals. Impact data on health, nutrition and cognitive outcomes are not yet available.

A systematic review of studies of supplementary feeding programmes (Kristjansson et al., 2015) found that these tended to be substantially more efficient, as measured by the percentage of the food supplement that actually reached the target children, when they were implemented through centres (85% efficient) rather than in homes (36% efficient).
Supplementary food was more effective for children under 2 years old. The evidence of effects of supplementary feeding on cognitive development was sparse and mixed.

Integration of WaSH and early childhood education

CSEC (2011) reports that infrastructure (particularly with regards to WaSH) is substandard in most community-based ECD centres in Malawi, leading to health complications among children. Whilst many programmes have now attempted to include (and improve) provision of WaSH facilities in their support to ECD centres (see for example, Roger Federer Foundation, 2015) we did not find any evaluations that explicitly examined the impact on the health and education of young children attending such centres in Malawi or the region. Ongoing research in nearby Zimbabwe does emphasise the importance of understanding the links between nutrition and WaSH and young children’s overall wellbeing, which has obvious consequences for ensuring quality at ECD centres (Humphrey, 2012; Mbuya, 2013).

The strength of integrated approaches

Further, research by Pronyk et al. (2012) on an integrated multisector approach to rural development in sub-Saharan Africa known as the Millennium Villages Project (which includes data from Malawi), indicates that simultaneously addressing multiple Millennium Development Goals accelerates gains in child survival. This was accomplished by making simultaneous investments in agriculture, the environment, business development, education, infrastructure (including water and sanitation) and health in partnership with communities and local governments starting in 2006 (annual projected cost of USD 120 per person). In fact, mortality rates in children younger than 5 years decreased by just over a fifth in Millennium Village sites relative to baseline.

6. Community-based ECD in Malawi and the region

Community-Based Childcare Centres (CBCC)

The rate and scale of the expansion of CBCCs during the 1990s and early 2000s have been impressive and thousands of communities have been mobilised to construct and run child care centres, largely from their own resources. These centres provide pre-primary learning, nutrition and special care for orphans and vulnerable children. An assessment of the conditions in the centres (Munthali et al., 2014) concluded that although most CBCC premises and structures fell short of the standards laid down by the government, the activities and services provided were mostly aligned to national policy. Children were provided with nutritious foods and participated in play that stimulated their cognitive and mental development. However, much greater investment was needed.

CBCCs are often very fragile, with frequent closures and limited resources (Neuman et al., 2014; World Bank, 2015). A study published by UNICEF (Fisher et al., 2009) looked at why some CBCCs were more successful than others, despite operating under the same constraints. It looked at 6 “positive deviants”, and identified common features of these CBCCs as follows:

- affiliated to a CBO or NGO;
- strong leadership from a committed individual;
- committed volunteer staff (mainly women), often working for little or no reward;
- most staff had received 12 days training by the District Social Welfare Office;
- relied on diverse means to mobilise funding and support;
- benefitted from collaboration and coordination at community and district levels;
- had permanent premises of brick with concrete floors;
- had reliable, accessible sources of safe water; and
- provided at least one meal a day.
Challenges faced by all CBCCs included:
- low attendance during rainy seasons, when there was a high demand for labour and rivers were dangerous to cross;
- poor WASH habits, even when facilities were available;
- high turnover of caregivers due to lack of benefits; and
- poor links with primary schools.

A 13 day training course for caregivers is available but fewer than half of caregivers are trained (SABER, 2015). In recognition of the lack of government structures to provide systematic training of caregivers, the Open Society Initiative for Southern Africa has supported the Ministry of Gender, Children, Disability and Social Welfare to implement a capacity enhancement project involving a cascade of trainings for service providers. The government has developed a National Training Plan to be cascaded from national to regional to local levels. Under the project, 28 national level officials, 81 regional trainers and 674 caregivers were trained. The primary teacher diploma does not include any suitable focus for infant classes.

Community health workers and health surveillance assistants

According to Phuka et al. (2014), the Ministry of Gender, Children, and Social Welfare and the Ministry of Health employ extension workers, known as community health workers (CHWs), who are frontline primary contacts to children and their families and communities and implement specific child development and/or nutrition activities, and health surveillance assistants (HSAs), who participate in implementation and coordination activities associated with the WHO’s Care for Child Development package in Malawi, and other national policies. While there is strong collaboration at the higher levels of policy and national coordination, this does not extend to the community level, and both CHWs and HSAs are not given much guidance on how to implement integrated ECD approaches that have proven successful at the global level. Further, in some instances, CHWs and HSAs feel that their salaries are too low for the jobs that they are expected too, thus motivation can be a problem.

Yarrow, Hamilton and Watkins (2012) provide a further illustration of the problems of translation from the national level to the local, community level. According to their research, ECD frontline workers lack the capacity to identify and respond to child protection issues, because they have a limited understanding of the various kinds of harm that can befall children, and they do not have the skills necessary to assess needs and risks. Further, there are no tangible connections between community workers and police and social welfare agencies, and no ECD care institutions in Malawi have any individual plans or case management systems for child protection. A number of these frontline workers also did not understand their role in child protection as set out under the 2010 Act.

Motivation and retention of volunteer caregivers

The high turnover of volunteer caregivers makes the development of a trained cadre a major challenge. Messner and Levy (2012) found that some caregivers trained with NGO support were hired away by private nursery schools. To address the issue of volunteer turnover, the NGO and partners employed a number of approaches. They encouraged villagers to select caregivers who had a higher likelihood of staying with the programme (e.g., they found young women were less likely to stay with the program, as compared to older caregivers), encouraged caregivers to rotate and develop a shared schedule, and encouraged communities to assist in volunteer caregivers’ gardens. However, the turnover persisted.
The midterm findings of PECD (Fernald et al., 2015) found that caregivers were significantly more likely to have primary school qualifications in treatment centers (those receiving training) compared with those in control CBCCs (75% vs. 63%). This was partly because educated caregivers were less likely to leave treated schools, and also because new caregivers at treatment schools were significantly more educated. The effect was strongest for the treatment group with caregiver incentives.

A study of the factors motivating community caregivers to volunteer looked at Mary’s Meals school feeding programme (Uny, 2008). This programme provides meals for over 100,000 children in nurseries and schools and relies on the voluntary labour of around 3,000 community members to prepare and serve the meals. Volunteers received 50 kg of maize per month, some training, a cloth wrap and the opportunity to take their children to the nursery. Most of the volunteers interviewed reported intrinsic motivating factors (deep concern for orphans and vulnerable children, a moral obligation to help, and a declared love of the work undertaken) rather than the material compensation received as reasons for their continuation in the work.

Child-to-child approaches

UNICEF’s Getting Ready for School programme aimed to facilitate the transition of young children into primary school through the use of older school children (Young Facilitators) as providers of early childhood education support to younger children in their communities. A pilot programme was implemented in six countries during the 2008–2009 school year: Bangladesh, China, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Ethiopia, Tajikistan, and Yemen. The pilot was evaluated by American Institutes for Research (2013). The cost per child for one programme year was modest, ranging from USD $57 in Ethiopia to USD $164 in Yemen. There were significant programme impacts on multiple areas of children’s school readiness. There was also evidence that Young Facilitators benefited from their participation in the programme, including recognition of their efforts by the community and improvement in school attendance and academic performance in some countries. In the Democratic Republic of Congo there were significant positive programme impacts on several key cognitive outcomes, including ability to complete applied problems in mathematics, overall beginning literacy skills, ability to identify letters, beginning writing skills, and ability to identify colours. The size of these positive impacts was all substantial, with effect sizes ranging between 0.46 and 0.59.

Faith-based initiatives

A study in Kenya, Uganda and Tanzania/Zanzibar compared the effects of Madrasa and non-Madrasa preschool on cognitive development (Mwaura et al, 2008). This quasi experimental evaluation found that children with both types of preschool experience performed better than the home (comparison) group; however, children attending Madrasa Resource Centre preschools achieved significantly higher scores overall. The findings are partially relevant for Malawi, as approximately 13% of the population are Muslim. Later research by Mwaura and Marfo (2011) into these Madrasa Resource Centres emphasised the importance of partnering with universities to respond to the local cultural and socioeconomic realities and deliver effective ECD programmes. This review did not find any similar studies of other faith based ECD provision in the region.

Social protection schemes and ECD

An impact evaluation of cash and food transfers at ECD centres in Karamoja, Uganda (Gilligan et. al., 2013) compared the effects of providing food and cash transfers to households with children participating in ECD centres. Food-recipient households, in general, responded very similarly to control households regarding their experience with ECD centres. However, both food-recipient and cash-recipient households reported significantly better quality ECD than control households. Compared to food-recipient or control households,
cash-recipient households reported a significantly higher value of gifts given to the ECD caregiver as payment for volunteering; a significantly higher proportion of cash-recipient households reported attending ECD centre meetings; and a significantly higher proportion of cash-recipient households reported that their community’s ECD centre had a shelter, access to a latrine, access to hand-washing facilities, and other materials. Relative to food-recipient or control households, a much higher proportion of cash-recipient households reported providing cash gifts to ECD caregivers.

A systematic review of social protection programmes (Britto et al., 2013) found very little research linking social protection programmes to children’s early cognitive development and schooling. It found studies with positive results in these areas in Mexico and Nicaragua. Two studies found mixed effects on early childhood cognitive development, and one found mixed effects on schooling. One of the studies reviewed was based in Malawi. Covarrubias et al. (2012) found that the Malawi Social Cash Transfer (SCT) scheme limited child labour outside the home while increasing child involvement in household farm activities.
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Summary: The relative lack of attention to early childhood development in many developing countries remains a puzzle – and an opportunity. There is increasing evidence that investments in the nutritional, cognitive, and socio-emotional development of young children have high payoffs. Researchers and development practitioners are building on this evidence to raise the topic’s profile and bring it to the attention of decision makers. This volume is an important contribution to these efforts. It thoroughly and carefully reviews the most recent empirical literature linking early childhood development outcomes, poverty, and shocks. In doing so, it brings an added perspective to the debate and makes the case that investments in the first years of life have the potential to be a critical component of poverty reduction strategies. The volume also goes beyond simply documenting the consequences of insufficient or inadequate focus on early childhood and identifies the range of policy options available to policy makers.


Summary: The provision of good quality ECDE programmes in developing country contexts is viewed as essential to ensuring a viable future for children growing up in
poverty and with limited access to educational and learning resources. However, if parents and other key stakeholders remain uninformed about the benefits of ECDE, there is likely to be little support for such activities and consequently poor implementation of such programmes. Improving community-level knowledge of the importance of ECDE in promoting later learning, health and social and emotional well-being of children is a key responsibility. The Early Childhood Development and Education (ECDE) Programme of Open Society Initiative for Southern Africa seeks to significantly improve Southern Africa’s early childhood sector. The ECDE Programme has thus made a concerted effort to engage in multi-levelled interventions in selected Southern African countries. This report explores ECDE knowledge, attitudes, beliefs and practices from the perspectives of parents, teachers, local and national key leaders in three African countries namely Swaziland, Zambia and Malawi. The project set out to develop a generic culturally sensitive and participatory methodology that can be used by OSISA to generate information on ECDE knowledge attitudes, beliefs and practices in areas in which they deliver programmes and strengthen local capacities by training local ECDE community workers and professionals in these participatory methodologies.


**From introduction:** This study is a review of the status of Early Childhood Development (ECD) in Malawi. The study focused on, among others, ECD funding trends; achievements; as well as main challenges being met. The findings point out that ECD services in Malawi are critically under-funded. In the same vein, the study notes that while key strides have been made in terms of policy; coordination and management; capacity development; there still remain very critical gaps at these levels. **Selected Key Findings:** (1) there is a level of commitment on the part of government in terms of policy direction on ECD services in Malawi, demonstrated through the development of the NESP which has singled out ECD as one of its key priority areas and the writing of an ECD policy, (2) actual funding to the sector as compared to what is stipulated in the ECD policy strategy is low, (3) the ECD sector has a very weak coordination and management mechanism, and stakeholder coordination of ECD services is also very weak, (4) access to ECD services in Malawi is very low and it is estimated that 68% of children between the ages 0–8 years do not have any access to ECD services, (5) there is an acute shortage of ECD centres, especially in rural areas, and in urban areas, accessibility is mostly hindered by high fees charged by most pre-schools, (6) most ECD services in the country are provided by private and community stakeholders which are for the most part voluntary based, (7) the Government has no established ECD centre in the country, (8) most ECD centres such as CBCCs are run by un-qualified staff, (9) while the Association of Preschool Playgroups in Malawi (APPM) offers tailor-made training for ECD educators
in Malawi, its reach has been very limited, especially in rural communities, (10) infrastructure in most ECD service centres is below par and child un-friendly, especially in CBCCs, where WASH facilities are sub-standard, and (11) while progress has been made to developed documents for standardization of ECD services, most principles outlined in them are not adhered to.


**Abstract:** The Malawi Social Cash Transfer (SCT) scheme is part of a wave of social protection programmes providing cash to poor households in order to reduce poverty and hunger and promote child education and health. This paper looks beyond the protective function of such programmes, analysing their productive impacts. Taking advantage of an experimental impact evaluation design, we find the SCT generates agricultural asset investments, reduces adult participation in low skilled labour, and limits child labour outside the home while increasing child involvement in household farm activities. The paper dispels the notion that cash support to ultra-poor households in Malawi is charity or welfare, and provides evidence of its economic development impacts.


**Abstract:** A growing body of evidence supports the notion that integrated programs addressing nutrition and stimulation provide stronger impacts on nutritional and developmental outcomes than either intervention alone. When translating evidence into practice, several advantages and challenges for integration can be noted. Combined interventions may be more efficient than separate interventions, because they are intended for the same population and make use of the same facilities, transportation, and client contacts. In addition, for families, particularly for those most at risk, combined interventions can also lead to increased access to services. However, in order for integrated nutrition and early childhood development interventions to be successful, a variety of challenges must be addressed. These include workload of staff and supervisors, communication and coordination among different ministries and among staff in different sectors, and common language and measurement. It must be acknowledged at both the national and community levels that comprehensive, integrated care addressing both the physical and developmental needs of the child is key to promoting optimal health, growth, and development for children.


**Abstract:** Community-based organizations (CBOs) are an important model for the care of orphans and other vulnerable children whose life and development are threatened by human immunodeficiency virus/acquired immune deficiency syndrome (HIV/AIDS) and poverty. However, data are lacking on the challenges and solutions enabling successful expansion of these programs to the national level. This article presents some of the experiences encountered by Malawi in the expansion of their network of CBOs. Challenges addressed by CBO, intergovernmental organisation (IGO) and government leaders centred on developing a shared understanding of goals and solutions as well as on obtaining, training and retaining sufficient care providers. The
implications of Malawi’s experience in these areas for the effectiveness of other programs are discussed.

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736%2811%2960899-1/abstract

Summary: This report is the second in a Series on early child development in low-income and middle-income countries and assesses the effectiveness of early child development interventions, such as parenting support and preschool enrolment. The evidence reviewed suggests that early child development can be improved through these interventions, with effects greater for programmes of higher quality and for the most vulnerable children. Other promising interventions for the promotion of early child development include children’s educational media, interventions with children at high risk, and combining the promotion of early child development with conditional cash transfer programmes. Effective investments in early child development have the potential to reduce inequalities perpetuated by poverty, poor nutrition, and restricted learning opportunities. A simulation model of the potential long-term economic effects of increasing preschool enrolment to 25% or 50% in every low-income and middle-income country showed a benefit-to-cost ratio ranging from 6-4 to 17-6, depending on preschool enrolment rate and discount rate.
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Introduction: Community-based childcare centres (CBCCs) are critical in providing early childhood development (ECD) services to children under five in Malawi. UNICEF Malawi has supported the Government of Malawi (GoM) to develop its ECD agenda and community initiatives to implement CBCC activities. In 2006-7, the Ministry of Women and Child Development (MoWCD) and UNICEF carried out a national inventory of CBCCs in Malawi, which confirmed the need to improve the quality of services in most cases. However, the inventory also highlighted the fact that a few CBCCs manage to provide above average services to children. This positive deviance
(PD) study looks at why some CBCCs are more successful than others, despite operating under the same constraints.


**Abstract:** Incorrect knowledge of the health production function may lead to inefficient household choices, and thereby to the production of suboptimal levels of health. This paper studies the effects of a randomised intervention in rural Malawi which, over a six-month period, provided mothers of young infants with information on child nutrition without supplying any monetary or in-kind resources. A simple model first investigates theoretically how nutrition and other household choices including labour supply may change in response to the improved nutrition knowledge observed in the intervention areas. We then show empirically that, in line with this model, the intervention improved child nutrition, household consumption and consequently health. These increases are funded by an increase in male labor supply. We consider and rule out alternative explanations behind these findings. This paper is the first to establish that non-health choices, particularly parental labor supply, are affected by parents' knowledge of the child health production function.


**Abstract:** Background. Although 80% of children with disabilities live in developing countries, there are few culturally appropriate developmental assessment tools available for these settings. Often tools from the West provide misleading findings in different cultural settings, where some items are unfamiliar and reference values are different from those of Western populations. Methods and Findings. Following preliminary and qualitative studies, we produced a draft developmental assessment tool with 162 items in four domains of development. After face and content validity testing and piloting, we expanded the draft tool to 185 items. We then assessed 1,426 normal rural children aged 0–6 y from rural Malawi and derived age-standardized norms for all items. We examined performance of items using logistic regression and reliability using kappa statistics. We then considered all items at a consensus meeting and removed those performing badly and those that were unnecessary or difficult to administer, leaving 136 items in the final Malawi Developmental Assessment Tool (MDAT). We validated the tool by comparing age-matched normal children with those with malnutrition (120) and neurodisabilities (80). Reliability was good for items remaining with 94%–100% of items scoring kappas >0.4 for interobserver immediate, delayed, and intra-observer testing. We demonstrated significant differences in overall mean scores (and individual domain scores) for children with neurodisabilities (35 versus 99 [p<0.001]) when compared to normal children. Using a pass/fail technique similar to the Denver II, 3% of children with neurodisabilities passed in comparison to 82% of normal children, demonstrating good sensitivity (97%) and specificity (82%).
Overall mean scores of children with malnutrition (weight for height <80%) were also significantly different from scores of normal controls (62.5 versus 77.4 [p<0.001]); scores in the separate domains, excluding social development, also differed between malnourished children and controls. In terms of pass/fail, 28% of malnourished children versus 94% of controls passed the test overall. Conclusions, A culturally relevant developmental assessment tool, the MDAT, has been created for use in African settings and shows good reliability, validity, and sensitivity for identification of children with neurodisabilities.


Abstract: With the move towards achieving universal primary education, focus is increasingly shifting towards early childhood development. Within this, debates are apparent between those who view education at this stage holistically, with concern that it should not be directly linked with primary schooling, and those who view it more explicitly as contributing towards achieving universal primary completion by ensuring that children will be appropriately prepared for studying at this level. Moreover, it is apparent that views of different stakeholders vary. Evidence from Malawi indicates that national policies are closely linked with the international agenda, with a focus on holistic approaches. However, parents view pre-schooling in a narrower way, as an important step towards preparing their children for studying successfully at the primary level. Rather than considering this as parental ‘misunderstanding’, we argue that this perspective shows a greater awareness of local realities and is, therefore, more likely to support an escape from poverty.


From executive summary: This report evaluates the achievements and challenges of the Open Society Initiative in Southern Africa (OSISA) project and the challenges of implementing and running Community-based child centres (CBCCs) in Chikwawa District. The evaluation identified considerable government dependency on the non-government sector to run ECDE programmes; (which could be referred to as ‘over-dependency syndrome’). Not all NGOs are able to sustain large programmes because of funding restrictions and so specific components such as training of caregivers or investment in infrastructure can drop. Considerable challenges arise when NGOs are unable to maintain the same budgets in order to fill gaps in provision that the government should be funding. The project was successful in providing specific training to the intended beneficiaries (local government workers, management committees, caregivers, primary school teachers) using different organisations and individuals. Although monitoring and evaluation procedures are devolved to district Social Welfare Offices, capacity is very limited at the district level. In Chikwawa, there is very little funding available to conduct monitoring activities due to poor staffing levels, poor understanding about what M&E is and lack of transportation. The project has been successful in raising awareness about childhood disability in the CBCCs and surrounding villages, particularly in those centres that were part of phase 1, but there still needs to be much more follow up work by local government workers to advise and support committees with organising and setting up the kitchen, planning food collection activities, tracing and identifying children with disabilities and counselling parents in surrounding villages. Management committees said they would continue to work voluntarily but they need to have visits from local representatives of PODCAM to provide them with regular advice about how best to carry out sensitisation work in their community. CBCC Committees seem to be completely isolated and do not have the opportunity to meet other committees to share practices and exchange ideas on how to run CBCCs. They also require more support from local government workers to apply for funding to build classrooms, kitchens and create gardens next to the centres.


Summary: In order to provide supportive care for children with visual impairment in low income settings, cost-effective and efficacious programmes need to be established and integrated with existing community, education and health services at district level. However, evidence is lacking on how best to design, implement and evaluate such programmes at a local level in the context of limited resources (Sen and Goldbart, 2005). There are certain programmes which look at parenting and developmental stimulation for any child in community settings in low and middle income settings (e.g. WHO/UNICEF Care for Development, 2012). Similarly, there are also some programmes which provide advice in resource limited settings such as those created by Khan (1998) and also by Braga (2005) mainly for children with physical disabilities and by Gona et al (2013) with children with pervasive developmental delay and communication conditions. Aims: The main aim of this 18 month study is to create a training package for parents and community based professionals in education and social welfare to help work on developmental stimulation (including play) and early communication with children with visual impairment in community settings in Southern
Malawi. It also plans to explore the perceptions and experiences of families and professionals working and caring for children with visual impairment in these settings. **Intersectorality/multi-sector approaches:** Evidence from this project indicates that multi-sectoral collaboration, including cooperation between different governmental and non-governmental agencies, is an important component of successful early childhood initiatives (Engle et al. 2007). Integrating health, education, social and economic development is vital to develop a supportive environment and the services necessary to support childhood development, especially among the most disadvantaged. As well as ensuring a wide range of services available to families, collaborative efforts can improve the coverage of services by increasing the number of opportunities where they may come in to contact with involved services. While health services are often a child’s first contact with the State, disadvantaged children are particularly likely to be overlooked and not identified for inclusion until they are older. In Malawi there is already work underway to improve the links between health and education sectors, often through school based nutrition or water and sanitation initiatives through UNICEF Malawi. This project is seeking to strengthen ties between the Education, Social Welfare and Health Services at district level. By engaging support workers from a variety of cadres to provide ECDE services to the identified families, the project is expecting to highlight the various benefits each group brings alongside the standard package of services and to highlight where inter-agency collaboration provides added benefit to the recipients.


**Abstract:** The aim of the study is to investigate the effects of the Madrasa Resource Center (MRC), a child-centered intervention program, on East-African (Kenya, Zanzibar, and Uganda) preschool children’s cognitive development. Altogether 321 children (153 non-intervention and 168 intervention) participated in a cross-sequential study over three time-points during preschool (mean ages 4.3, 6.0, and 7.1 years). A multilevel model (MLM; time-points nested within children nested within schools), in which time was coded flexibly (i.e., child’s age operationalized as months from start of the intervention), showed a beneficial curvilinear effect of the intervention program on children’s cognitive gains. A moderation analysis suggested that the effect of observed preschool quality (ECERS) was stronger in the intervention program. The findings are discussed within the context of East-African preschool policy.


**Abstract:** Save the Children’s Early Childhood Development (ECD) project in Mozambique aims to support young children in communities affected by HIV/AIDS by providing community mobilisation and resources for the construction of ECD centres that facilitate children’s learning and cognitive development. The ECD programme includes daily 3.25-hour preschool classes with lessons in literacy and math, play time, as well as monthly meetings offered to caregivers of the enrolled children on the subjects of health, nutrition and literacy. For the purposes of this evaluation, Save the Children randomly selected 30 communities from a sample of 76 to receive access to the ECD programme. The impact analysis rests on panel data collected in early 2008 and early 2010 from a random sample of 2,000 households with preschool-aged children in each of the 76 communities, in addition to surveys of community leaders and first-grade students in each community. The surveys assess child development, including cognitive ability, gross motor skills, fine motor skills, language and communication, socioemotional development and health. Data collected at the
household level allow for an analysis of secondary impacts on older siblings and caregivers. The authors present two models of analysis, intent to treat (ITT) and treatment on the treated (TOT). The ITT model estimates the mean difference in outcomes between treatment and control communities. The model uses treatment status as an instrumental variable for preschool attendance, and uses population weights and robust standard errors clustered at the community level to estimate the regression. The TOT analysis estimates impact on those children who enrolled in preschool using a two-stage least squares model, using an endogenous indicator of preschool attendance and instrumenting for random assignment at the community level. These models are used to assess the impact of the ECD programme on primary school enrollment, child development outcomes, child growth and health and on older siblings and adult caregivers.


Abstract: Background. Somatic changes including growth and development of the brain of a human being occur very early in life. Programmes that enhance early childhood development (ECD) therefore should be part of the national agenda. Cognizant of this fact, the Malawi Government together with development partners facilitated the establishment of community-based child care centres (CBCCs) which are owned and managed by community members. This study was aimed at understanding how CBCCs operated and their core functions. Methods. Using information from databases kept by the District Social Welfare Officers from all the 28 districts in Malawi, coupled with snowballing, all functioning CBCCs were enumerated. A questionnaire was administered to the head of the CBCC or a care giver. Highly trained Research Assistants also carried out our observations of the structures around the centres and the activities that actually happened. Data was assayed using a Statistical Package for Social Sciences. Results. Communities provide structures, support for care givers, food, utensils, labour and play materials for the children in CBCCs. The first ECD centre was established in 1966 but the real surge in establishing these happened towards the end of the 1990s and by 2007 there were 5,663 CBCCs in Malawi caring for 407,468 children aged between 3 and 5 years. CBCCs were established to provide pre-primary school learning, and in some cases provide special care to orphans and other vulnerable. Conclusions. Despite the fact that most CBCC premises and structures fell short of the standards laid down by the CBCC profile, the
activities and services provided were mostly to the book. Children were provided with nutritious foods and subjected to play that stimulated their cognitive and mental development. Despite the fact that some members of the community do not realize the value of the CBCCs, the existence of these institutions is an opportunity for the community to take care of their children communally, a task that has become imperative as a result of the upsurge in the number of orphans as a result of the HIV and AIDS epidemic. The study recommends that Malawi should take investments in ECD programmes as a priority.


**Abstract:** Over the past 20 years, more than 6,000 community-based childcare centers (CBCCs) have been created in mostly rural areas of Malawi. Although the original purpose of these CBCCs was to meet the care needs of orphans and vulnerable children affected by the HIV/AIDS pandemic, the services have since expanded their mandate to provide early development and learning opportunities as well as part-time childcare for working parents. The Malawi national policy is to expand this network of CBCCs to improve early childhood development outcomes, however, sustainability of these services has been an ongoing challenge. This article discusses the roots and extent of this sustainability challenge, drawing on lessons learned from recent fieldwork conducted as part of a baseline study.


**Abstract:** Stunting and poor child development are major public health concerns in Malawi. Integrated nutrition and early child development (ECD) interventions have shown potential to reduce stunting, but it is not known how these integrated approaches can be implemented in Malawi. In this paper, we aimed to evaluate the current jobs status of community health workers and their potential to implement integrated approaches. This was accomplished by a desk review of nutrition and ECD policy documents, as well as interviews with key informants, community health workers, and community members. We found that Malawi has comprehensive policies and well-outlined coordination structures for nutrition and ECD that advocate for integrated approaches. Strong multidisciplinary interaction exists at central levels but not at the community level. Integration of community health workers from different sectors is limited by workload, logistics, and a lack of synchronized work schedules. Favorable, sound policies and well-outlined coordination structures alone are not enough for the establishment of integrated nutrition and ECD activities. Balanced bureaucratic structures, improved task allocation, and synchronization of work schedules across all relevant sectors are needed for integrated intervention in Malawi.


**Summary:** This 27-page report presents an analysis of the Early Childhood Development (ECD) programs and policies that affect young children in Malawi and recommendations to move forward. This report is part of a series of reports prepared by the World Bank using the SABER ECD framework and includes analysis of early learning, health, nutrition, and social and child protection policies and interventions in Malawi, along with regional and international comparisons.


**Abstract:** This article reports on a study to explore the factors and motivations that contribute to community volunteers’ participation in a nursery feeding project in Malawi. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with community volunteers in 14 of the 32 sites in the programme. The findings pointed to a mix of intrinsic motivations, namely a deep concern for orphans and vulnerable children, a moral obligation to help, and a declared love of the work undertaken, and also to external factors such as spirituality, links of reciprocity, and the building of social capital. Understanding what motivates volunteers to take part in resource-poor settings is crucial to recognising, facilitating, and sustaining the work that they do. Further research into volunteering in the South is crucially needed.


Introduction: This study, conducted by Coram Children’s Legal Centre on behalf of the Ministry of Gender Children and Social Welfare, and supported by UNICEF, aims to identify entry points to strengthen child protection (CP) within early childhood development (ECD) in Malawi. The assessment analyses child protection interventions and mechanisms within early childhood development, identifies achievements, as well as areas of concern and capacity gaps to be addressed by stakeholders. The primary objective of the assessment is to make clear, evidence-based recommendations to improve the capacity of the sector to prevent and respond to cases of violence, abuse, exploitation and neglect of children, and to strengthen clear linkages with the National Child Protection System, which is currently being established.
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